Accuracy of magnetic resonance imaging stereotactic coordinates with the cosman-roberts-wells frame.
Quality assessment on the accuracy of a Cosman-Roberts-Wells (CRW) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) stereotactic ring which had nonferrous stainless steel screws and positioning posts and a localizer with petroleum jelly in the fiducials, purchased in 1994, revealed errors of greater than 4 mm with targets in phantoms. Image fusion of objects within the phantom indicated the central area was accurately depicted by CT or MRI. We then tested a newer CRW- MRI ring (MRIA-IHR with titanium screws and posts) and localizer (MRIA-2-LF with fiducials filled with copper sulfate) and found that the MRI stereotactically calculated target coordinates matched both the known position of these targets in the phantom as well as the CT stereotactically calculated coordinates within approximately 1 mm. We also describe excellent superimposition of CT and MRI stereotactically determined surfaces in a recent clinical case using the new hardware. This shows that recent modifications to the CRW-MRI stereotactic system can make it accurate for small targets, but we emphasize that all systems need to undergo ongoing local quality assessment to ensure acceptable accuracy in practice.